Finishing Touches Pricelist

About Us…

We are an events company based in the heart of the
Peak District, Derbyshire, specializing in unique =pi
events. Our team is passionate about what they do and
have impeccable aAen=on to detail allowing us to create
what we do. We aim to allow you to enjoy the build up
to the event as much as the day itself, aided by our event
management services and our extraordinary venues.

Our Tipis…
We oﬀer a wide range of =pi’s, which can cater for any occasion from
a private small garden party to a big fes=val catering for hundreds of
people.
The =pi’s create a spacious and relaxing environment in any sphere
with their strong yet picturesque appearance. Each =pi has been
carefully manufactured in order to ensure they look the best they can
with the most durable materials to enables them to withstand our
‘Bri=sh summer’.
The poles are sourced from North Scandinavian forests which due to
temperature allows the their trees to be late maturing, the poles are
over 80 years old and rot resistant which makes them ideal for any
outdoor structure out in the elements. Our =pis can be erected on
both soN ground as well as hard such as tarmac.
The Canvas’ for our =pi’s are hand-made in Britain with a durables
fabric allowing the =pis to be waterproof, weather resistant, sun
protec=ve, ﬂame retardant and moisture regula=ng, colourfast, dirt
repellent and breathable which allows the structures to be perfect for
seasonal use whether it be hot or cold.

The Tipis

Big Hat Tipi…
The Big Chief Tipi is the biggest =pi we oﬀer with its
diameter of 10.3m with the sides down and 13m
with the sides up! These =pis can be linked up
together in order to gain more space and you are
unlimited as to how many =pis can be linked.

TIPI

Big Hat

DIAMETER OF TIPI 10.3m
SEATED

STANDING

1 Big Hat upto 70
2 Big Hat upto 120
3 Big Hat upto 180
1 Big Hat upto 50
2 Big Hat upto 130
3 Big Hat upto 200

One lone =pi can cater for 70 standing with the
sides down and 80 with the sides up and depending
on the ﬂoor plan and round or trestle tables can
cater for 42-72 seated; however you are unlimited
as to how many =pis can be linked so therefore
these can cater for any occasion big or small.

Midi Hat Tipi…
The midi =pi is smaller by two metres than the
big chief =pi making it 8.4m in diameter,
however they can s=ll be linked up to our big
chief to create more space. They make a great
recep=on area for a smaller event or when
linked onto a big chief a great space for a bar
or chill-out area. The midi =pi can cater for 50
people standing within or depending on ﬂoor
plan and tables 36-48 seated.

TIPI

Midi Tipi

DIAMETER OF
TIPI

8.4m

SEATED

Up to 50

STANDING

Up to 40

Little Hat…
The liAle chief makes the perfect outdoor
shelter, it’s 7.5m in diameter this makes the
perfect space for an outdoor recep=on area or
round bar. The liAle chief compliments the =pi’s
perfectly and adds the ﬁnishing touch to the set
up with its quirky look.

TIPI

LiAle Hat

DIAMETER OF
TIPI

7.5m

SEATED

Up to 16

STANDING

Up to 12

Accessories

Seating – Oak Cross-Back Chair…

Our stunning cross-backed chairs are perfect for that
boho wedding vibe along with being very versa=le for
any occasion! We think our chairs look fantas=c and
are comfortable for those lengthy wedding
breakfasts.
Oak Cross-Back Chair £4.50

Seating – Chiavari Chairs and Benches…
Our Chiavari chairs are a more
tradi=onal for your wedding breakfast
however s=ll look simply stunning
with an ivory cushion pad.
Our rus=c wooden benches create the perfect
seat for the more relaxed/ fes=val wedding or
event.

Chiavari Chair £3.50
Rus=c Wooden Bench £7.00

Fire Pits…
Why not add our outdoor ﬁre pit with log sea=ng,
perfect for those summer nights once the sun sets!
Want to add that something extra to your =pi? Why not
have out gorgeous bioethanol ﬁre pit as a centerpiece in
your =pi, it is a great social point for many events and we
think it’s simply amazing!

Indoor Boi-Ethanol Firepit £150.00
Outdoor Firepit £100.00

Bars…

We have two diﬀerent styled bars that are available to
hire. We have the stunning straight bar we had handcraNed with scorched panels down the fronts with
LED’s making it the perfect piece for the =pi and your
guests.

We also have the round bar, which ﬁts perfectly as a
center piece in the middle of a big chief =pi for your
guests or outside under one of our baby chiefs to
create an outdoor bar or a ﬁzz recep=on for your
guests.
Oak Topped Straight Bar £350.00
Rus=c Round Bar £600.00

Barrels…

We have stunning vintage oak whiskey barrels available
to hire, which have been restored by ourselves in our
workshop. Each barrel has been sanded down to show
its rich oak colour and varnished in order to showcase
this along with making them waterproof and safe from
any spills! Our barrels make the perfect liAle tables to
have doAed around at any event for people to socialise
around or to leave their drinks on while heading to the
dance ﬂoor! We really do feel that the barrels
compliment the =pis and add a stunning ﬁnishing touch
to any event. Alterna=vely make the barrels a feature
for your day by adding a long table top crea=ng a table
to stand out from the crowd!

Oak Barrel £50.00

Cable Drum Tables…

Our Cables drums have too been restored by us in
our workshop and are available to hire. The cable
drums make beau=ful tables to have doAed
around for people to sit around or stand around
for a more informal recep=on or occasion, as each
drum is unique and diﬀerent from the next.

Each drum have been sanded down to show
their unique colouring and have been varnished
to protect them from any spills, these really do
add a lovely feature to any event.

Cable Drum Table £50.00

Dancefloors…

We have a range of sizes of danceﬂoors for every occasion: 15N x 15N,
18N x 18N and 21N x 21N.

15NX15N Danceﬂoor £230.00
18NX18N Danceﬂoor £330.00
21NX21N Danceﬂoor £430.00

Rustic Wooden LOVE Letters…
Our 4N tall rus=c LOVE leAers not only create a roman=c
feel to the =pis but they are a great feature to have within.
We personally think they speak for themselves…

4N Rus=c Wooden LOVE LeAers £150.00

Rattan Chill-Out Furniture…

The =pis give oﬀ such a chilled and relaxing vibe so
why not provide some comfy chill-out furniture for
your guests to rest on, we have a wide range of
furniture ranging from raAan furniture to
chesterﬁeld sofas.

RaAan Furniture Set £150.00

Chesterfield Sofa Set…

The =pis give oﬀ such a chilled and relaxing vibe so why not
provide some comfy chill-out furniture for your guests to
rest on, we have a wide range of furniture ranging from
raAan furniture to chesterﬁeld sofas.
Leather Chesterﬁeld Sofa Set £200.00

Flower Hoop…

Our ﬂoral ﬂower hoop is a perfect feature for any
event with its draping ﬂowers making the =pi look
simply stunning. We can adapt the ﬂower hoop to
match in with your colour scheme if required;
alterna=vely we can provide a plain hoop for your
ﬂorist to decorate.

Naked Hoop £150.00
Ar=ﬁcial Floral Hoop £250.00

Archway…

Our welcome ﬂoral archway placed on two oak
barrels creates a picturesque ﬁnish to the =pis,
this can alterna=vely be used for ceremony’s too.

Archway £200.00

Post Box and Gift Basket Set…

Keep your cards and giN safe with our
stunning white post box and wicker giN
basket set situated on an oak barrel.

Post Box and GiN Basket Set £150.00

Lighting

9 Pole Fairylights…
The 9 pole fairylights are a necessity for all =pi events, as
they provide ligh=ng throughout the day and transform
the =pis into the most magical space once the sun has
set on your special day.

9 Pole Fairylights per =pi £125.00
LiAle Hat Fairylights 4 poles £50.00

Festoon Lighting…

Festoon Ligh=ng not only looks amazing for those boho style
weddings but lights the way outside the =pis fantas=cally. The
festoon ligh=ng is hung on 8N shepherd crooks when ligh=ng the
walkway.

Festoon Lit MaAed Walkway per 10m £100.00
Festoon Tipi Tops £150.00

Cart Wheel Chandelier…

Cart Wheel Chandelier drop pendant bulbs £200.00
Rus=c Cart Wheel Chandelier with greenery and
festoon bulbs £150.00
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